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Abstract: Of the recent epidemics, the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic has been particularly severe,
not only putting our health at risk, but also negatively affecting our daily lives. As there are no
developed algorithms for the use of drones in epidemiological situations, it is ideal to analyze the
experience gained on drones so far and outline the effective methods for future good practice. The
author relies on a method of analyzing widely available open information, such as images and videos
available on the Internet, reports from drone users, announcements by drone manufacturers and
the contents of newspaper articles. Furthermore, the author has relied on the results of the relevant
literature, as well as previous experience as a drone user and fire commander. The study reveals
numerous possibilities associated with drone usage in epidemic related situations, but previous
applications are based on previous experience gained during a non-epidemic situation, without
developed algorithms. Applications can be divided into different types of groups: drones can collect
data for management and provide information to the public, perform general or special logistical
tasks to support health care and disinfect to reduce the risk of spreading the epidemic.
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1. Introduction

The non-military use of drones is becoming more widespread, which the media is now
increasingly reporting [1], and scientific papers are increasingly publishing findings in this
regard [2]. Research has already examined many sub-areas of application, such as the legal
framework of use [3–5], the general [6–8] or specific application possibilities [9–12], the limita-
tions of management and control [13–15], as well as the dilemmas of route planning [16–18],
the issue of efficiency [19–21] and its human and ethics aspects [22–24]. Publications on the
subject have grown exponentially in recent times [2,5], so drone users can now learn not only
from books [25,26], but also from users’ and developers’ online interfaces [27,28]. The ever-
expanding possibilities raise the question whether drones can be used effectively in the fight
against SARS-CoV-2 virus, commonly known as COVID-19.

Using any browser, today, hundreds of scientific papers can be found focusing on the
problems caused by the new coronavirus. The possibilities of drone application fighting
COVID-19 are also investigated in some papers. Mbunge et al. [29] highlighted on the
significant capabilities of robots and drones in reducing the burden of frontline health-
care professionals, especially in the sub-Saharan Africa. Miranda et al. [30], as well as
Cetin-Kaya et al. [31] and Kunovjanek et al. [32], focused on the logistic problem of the
delivery drone; however, all three pieces of research were motivated by the serious situation
caused by the latest pandemic. Alsarhan et al. [33] investigated the possibilities of using
machine learning and drones enabled wireless network to make healthcare systems more
effective. Butt et al. [34], as well as Vaishnavi et al. [35], focused on the possibilities of
using artificial intelligence to make drone application more professional. The research of
Kumar et al. [36] focused mostly on drone-based networked systems; in another work, his
research team preferred to study the innovation during area monitoring to support the fight
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against the COVID-19 [37]. The work of Alsamhi et al. [38] provided a framework for and
proposed a system to use multi-drones in decentralized ways. González-Jorge et al. [39]
and Restas et al. [40] focused on the problem of spraying disinfectants and how to optimize
the drone-related parameters.

Most of the above research highlighted a specific problem or tried to create innovative
solutions, and some of them even considered practical experiments; however, there is no
detailed work focusing on the practical side of drone applications, to help drone operators
manage and optimize the given mission. Therefore, the main objective of this work is to
point at the difficulties and opportunities during the missions and help to find good or best
practices using drones to support the fight against the COVID-19 pandemic.

2. Materials and Methods

There is a general consensus among COVID-19 researchers that the fight against the
pandemic is taking a long time, posing a high level of danger to everyone globally and
with no effective cure at the moment [41–46]. All three factors point to the processing of the
experience gained so far, applying good practice developed in order to overcome the crisis
situation with the least possible loss. In addition to the classic, mostly time-consuming
source processing of scientific research, the author here expediently accepts and analyzes
the sources which we can access easily, quickly and extensively. The source research is
thus based on descriptions, reports, images and videos of drone applications available
on the internet used to fight against the COVID-19 pandemic. In special cases and for
quick evaluation, this source research can be accepted as research methods gaining relevant
results [47–49]. The primary consideration in their evaluation was that only conclusions
that were not in principle inaccurate could be drawn from these data and that, although
they may need to be clarified at a later stage, they could already be considered relevant
for effective application as good or best practice. This method is similar to the critical
thinking used many times in making decisions, especially in cases of emergencies [50–52].
The author also used the relevant results of previous research, the experience of drone
applications by others, the possibility of logical conclusion and also his own experience
gained during disaster management and drone applications [11,53,54].

Drones can be used in different ways to support pandemic management. Radovic
listed 10 different applications, such as medical deliveries, surveillance and monitoring,
broadcasting, spraying, surveying, delivering essentials, mapping, spraying or dispensing,
inspections, delivery and inventory [55]. Shivaramaiah created the following three groups:
security and surveillance, crowd monitoring, drone delivering and spraying. In these three
groups, nine applications were differentiated [56]. Kumar et al. made a simulation of
a drone-based system for COVID-19 operations: monitoring, control, thermal imaging,
sanitization, social distancing, medication, data analytics and statistics generation for the
control room [36]. Alsamhi et al. used three groups: transportation, spraying disinfection
and public space monitoring, with eight different applications [38].

Scientists can create excellent theories and models to use drones effectively, but the
success of the missions depends mostly on the operator who controls the drones or man-
ages the missions. Therefore, the author focuses on the practical approach of the drone
applications creating a classification in which the features of the operations are the same
from the view of drone operators. In this study, the usage of drones in the fight against the
pandemic will involve the following six applications: surveillance of an area with a visual
camera, detection of fever-infected people with a thermal camera, communication with an
on-board installed loudspeaker or QR code flag and three different logistic tasks such as
transportation of essentials, health products and disinfectants. This classification is shown
in Figure 1. Due to time constraints of the special situation, the optimized procedure of
the above tasks has not been developed in any of the cases; it has mostly been adapted or
applied in the first time based on the experience of previous applications.
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Figure 1. Typical drone applications fighting COVID-19 pandemic. Source: author.

3. Results

The author classified the drone usage into six applications and abbreviated it to the
VICL3 model: visual and infrared monitoring, communication and three different types of
logistics. Each application is examined from two perspectives: The first perspective focuses
on the general characteristics of the mission; the second one presents the practice or shows
real examples. Afterwards, there is a discussion about the effectiveness, or the requirements
addressed in terms of good practice. In the last sub-sections, the author points at the future
works required to improve the present practices towards good practices.

3.1. Aerial Surveillance with Visual Camera
3.1.1. General Characteristics of Area Monitoring or Aerial Surveillance

Area monitoring or aerial surveillance is the most frequently used drone application,
both in the case of normal everyday practice and special activity in combating COVID-19. In
all countries where drone applications were reported, area monitoring or aerial surveillance
was used. Several aspects must be taken into account when visually observing a given area:
the size of the given area, its topographic conditions, openness, built-up ratio, the points
of special importance within the area, the approach points of the area and the duration
of the observation. In cases of smaller or transparent open areas, point monitoring may
be sufficient; in cases of larger areas, the use of several drones organized in a network is
required, while in cases of part-time surveillance, it is necessary to patrol with one drone.
In the latter case, the flight path can be influenced by the flight altitude, as it increases the
visible area so the flight time or flight path can be shortened. In this case, other conditions
such as the edge of the area remain unchanged. The situation is the same if the flight
altitude remains but the camera-viewing angle increases. A shortened flight path means
that it moves towards the center of the area to be observed as shown in Figure 2 [18].
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In the observation of the individual points (pixels) at the same time, or the ratio
of the duration of the observations and the non-observations, its incorporation rate and
nature have significant influence. In natural areas, we use the topography and vegetation;
within a built environment, the buildings, characteristics of parks and density are factors
interfering with visibility. An increase in the density of distractions requires an increase in
the frequency of flights. The frequency of monitoring key points can typically be higher
than the average, depending on demand, also affecting route planning. In this case, several
optimization methods can be considered, e.g., the traveling salesman problem [57–59] or
the issue of multi-aspect efficiency [60–62].

The visual camera used on board should be carefully selected so that they can provide
the highest possible resolution. High resolution can help managers identify more distant
points more easily, choosing a higher flight altitude and a shorter flight path if necessary.
The purpose of flights is rather focused on detecting unwanted phenomena, e.g., compliance
with the rules of exit restrictions or to detect illegal personal presence and actions. For
the latter, the maintenance of public safety during restrictive measures, the prevention of
possible crimes, early detection and exploration may also be involved. Exit restrictions may
be partial when, for example, commuting to work, health care, shopping, sports are allowed
or complete when a curfew has been ordered. Area monitoring provides an opportunity to
confirm the effectiveness of the measures ordered, to impose necessary further tightening,
or even to resolve previous tightening.

3.1.2. Analysis and Evaluation of Applied Practices

Based on the results of internet searches, regular brief news in the media and article
references to individual typical applications, it can be concluded that drones have been used
for simple surveillance in all countries affected by the COVID-19 pandemic due to its mass
spread. Based on the analysis of the images and videos published, we can conclude that
the observations so far have been mainly in limited areas; the flights were mostly from the
drone operator, within the so-called boundaries of the ‘visual line of sight’, i.e., the visual
visibility of the drone, at a distance of up to a few hundred meters. The analysis specifically
shows streets, street sections, squares, parks and transport hubs, which applications can be
considered professionally goal-oriented.

The size of the area observed at a given moment can be compared to the size of a
football field (10,000 m2), or often smaller (but very rarely larger). A rare example of a
larger area observed was a drone flight specifically designed to show the emptiness of the
previously crowded streets. The lowest limit for the flight altitude could be lower than
100 m, but it is typically more than a few tens of meters. Altitudes above one hundred
meters were typical examples only for applications where the emptiness of the cities were
shown (Budapest, Hungary; Vilnius, Lithuania; Istanbul, Turkey; Rio de Janeiro, Brazil;
Lisbon, Portugal) [63].

Based on the videos, the flight speed is variable, at zero or at very low speeds; it
is typical that the pilot rotates the drone and observes the area in a circle, or zooms in
on a selected point [63–67]. The detail of the observation is fundamentally dependent
on speed, so the controller automatically selects a speed that is suitable for detecting the
desired details or following the real-life video on the screen. Higher speed can only be
required in cases of patrolling; however, there was no shared video demonstrating this
kind of application.

Higher speed means higher kinetic energy: a typical 1 kg drone with 20 m/s speed
can cause a 200 J collision energy; however, a 15 kg drone with 40 m/s speed (e.g., fix wing
drone) can cause a 12,000 J collision energy.

The videos, showing the emptiness of the streets and extinction of the previously
crowded parts of a city, can only be considered as non-professionally goal-oriented work,
which serve to provide an aesthetic experience or cause shock [65–67]. It should also be
noted that, many times, the flights were apparently not pre-planned, but rather that both
the flight altitude and the flight path were chosen at random.
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3.1.3. Requirements of Good Practice

In this case, good practice means that the area can be monitored continuously, or in the
case of periodic surveillance, the desired frequency of monitoring can be achieved by patrolling.

Effectiveness can be judged in several ways. In absolute terms, the use of a drone is
effective as long as there is no alternative to it. Such a reason could be the uniqueness of
the area or the complete absence of the use of alternative resources, e.g., ground patrol. In
relative terms, we can evaluate effectiveness in two ways. On the one hand, the use of the
drone is effective as long as alternative solutions for observing the given area, e.g., ground
patrols, can be solved by fewer resources (lower costs). On the other hand, the criterion of
effectiveness is satisfied if the duration of the observation is longer, or, in cases of patrols,
its frequency is higher than the alternative solutions. Approaches from an economic point
of view are typically secondary in the event of an epidemic, but even in the case of other
disasters, the scarcity or lack of resources specific to each disaster is the determining factor.

Therefore, good practices must keep safety rules in applications for visual observation
only; the potential approaching of people can, in all cases, be well outside the safe (>5 m)
personal distances [68,69]. Flight speeds can almost always be very low, with published
videos showing point-to-point recording in many cases.

3.1.4. Future Work Required to Improve the Present Practices

Based on the videos evaluated in this study, there is no information as to how service
providers warned the population that they are under video surveillance. There is also
no information about data protection. Even if this latest concern depends on national
legislation, good practices have to satisfy both the population warning and the requirements
of data protection. Butt at al. [34] also pointed out this problem, but in this moment, there
is no good solution on it, due to the severity of the pandemic; this question remains in
the shadows. Further research is required to optimize multi-drone application in network
system in order to harmonize data supply and effective data evaluation. Furthermore, it
would be important to analyze how the use of drones can be optimized for ground missions.

3.2. Aerial Survillance with Thermal Camera to Detect Febrile Patient
3.2.1. General Characteristics of Detecting Febrile Patient

A special application of area surveillance can be achieved by supplementing or re-
placing the on-board visual camera with a thermal imager. Body temperature control has
been a common practice in the past, even when SARS, EVD and MERS viruses have spread,
especially at traffic junctions such as metro crossings, airports, and when crossing state
borders [70–72].

The logic of the flight principles used in area monitoring can be applied in this case
as well; however, it should be noted that, here, the purpose of flight is not to observe and
control a larger area, but specifically to screen out patients with febrile symptoms. The
size of the observed area is then more limited, mostly open public spaces, streets, markets,
parks, public transport stations and stops. In such cases, the restrictions are yet moderate; a
significant number of people stay in the community areas, for whom the goal is to screen
out people with febrile symptoms in order to reduce further spread of the infection. In
addition to the resolution of thermal cameras, the ability to adjust the temperature value is
also an important factor.

3.2.2. Analysis and Evaluation of Applied Practices

We are currently familiar with the application of thermal imaging in countries includ-
ing Australia [73], China [74], Kenya [75], the United States [76,77] and Saudi Arabia [78],
but we are also aware of developments specifically in this direction [79–82], mostly for
the reason that criticism was also formulated in the thermal imaging reliability in connec-
tion [73,83,84]; however, privacy concerns also were raised [77].

Issues that arise include which safety and precautions are needed after detection, e.g.,
who contacts the detected person and in what protective equipment, how the febrile person
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is identified, immediately isolated, proof of the real infection who has come into contact
with the person and what further relationship research is needed. Naturally, the goal is to
achieve maximum security, but overreacting can be just as detrimental to the community
as the inadequacy of the measures taken. Examples are shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Picture examples of thermal camera placed on board the drone in case of an open area
(a) [78] and a focused on a small team (b) [77]. On the right side (c), there is a close person’s face
shown in the thermal spectrum. Depending on the type of camera, thermal spectrum and resolution
can be adjusted [85]. In the case of (a,b), there is no information about the thermal scale. In case of (c),
the scale shown at the right bar. During missions, the operator changes the thermal scale regularly to
optimize the febrile people detection.

This study is the first of its kind; there are no previous studies or reports on any febrile
infections filtered through the thermal imaging of the drones. The flights so far can be taken
as tests or exercises; there is no existing practice for their separation after the selection, so
the essential elements of the protocol to be applied later can be developed on the basis of
assumptions.

3.2.3. Requirements of Good Practice

Good practice is immediate formal contact and isolation after detection, if the drone
operator and the health and police authorities work closely together. The police identify
the fever detected by the drone and the health service can perform good practice according
to the protocol, confirming infection, isolating and beginning treatment.

Good practice requires such a flight parameter that ensures the largest possible surface
of the persons’ body, which can be viewed by the thermal camera installed on board.
Viewing angles close to the vertical do not provide a sufficient detection area from a greater
distance, while viewing close to the horizontal can have a high proportion of shading by
others. These objective functions are significantly influenced by the characteristics of the
camera, such as the resolution of the images and the distance of effective detection. The
choice of control site relates to the size of the expected mass, its heterogeneity, other control
options, e.g., the possibility of ground temperature measurement. The flight speed should
be very low; here, it seems a good practice to hover in one place for a long time. It is also a
good practice to adjust the duration of the observation to the mass flowing through the
target area. At a transport hub, continuous monitoring may even be required, while in the
case of a market or park, a short flight may be an effective means of control. The author
considers as a good practice to have a visual camera and even a loudspeaker, in addition to
the on-board thermal imager. In view of the above, we can conclude that visual camera
area surveillance is more or less of general nature, monitoring and controlling compliance,
while thermal camera surveillance is well targeted and focused on selection. It can also be
stated that it is possible to use the two methods concurrently; in addition to the use of a
thermal camera, the use of a visual camera is always present. The two applications can
only be effective if they are complemented by the cooperation of ground units, with the
option of immediate response.
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3.2.4. Future Work Required to Improve the Present Practices

In this application, it is likely that after the fever patient is detected, professional
treatment, the protocol of momentary isolation, will cause difficulty. After the authority
contacts the febrile person, they may panic or resist the medical protocol, especially if
the patient assumes that the fever was not caused by infection. The authority’s on-site
procedure can also affect those in the environment, which can generate resistance to the
authority in the same way as fleeing the site due to fear of a possible risk of infection or
the possibility of ordering official quarantine. Following the detection of a febrile person,
contact research may also play a significant role in reducing the risk of further infection.
For this reason, surveillance of the area should not be stopped after the fever has been
detected, but rather, high-risk contacts should be inspected based on the evaluation of the
recorded images and voluntary quarantine should also be ordered if necessary. Based on
these, developing the procedure after detecting febrile people is highly required.

3.3. Using Loudspeaker on Board or Towing QR Code Flag for Communication
3.3.1. General Characteristics of Using Loudspeaker on Board

The use of a loudspeaker should take into account loudspeaker performance and distortion,
the quality of speech transmission, the pitch and speech segmentation used and the distance
between the flight position of the drone and the person or group to be informed. In the latter
case, we have to assume the need for drone–human (group) interaction, which can provide
a basis for determining the maximum distance. The minimum distance of the drone–human
interaction may be the boundary of the public zone area (>3.6 m) [86]. However, the existence
of drone–human (group) interaction should not violate the intimate zone of the person (group),
which in some people is approx. 0.5 m; in the case of groups, this depends on group size and
may increase. However, crossing the public zone belonging to individual people is already
clearly a matter of flight safety; maintaining a minimum safe distance of 5 m is definitely justified.
At greater drone-to-human distances, it can be assumed that the reception of information of
the target person is informative; at shorter distances, it is a warning, while in the vicinity of the
open zone, it is already threatening. The activity of a drone that is suddenly or spectacularly
maneuvering nearby and communicating immediately, possibly using excessive volume, may
be intended to be a warning, but may be considered rather threatening.

3.3.2. Analysis and Evaluation of Applied Practices

There are several examples of the use of audio devices on-board drones before the
spread of the COVID-19, such as research and the rescue of individuals [87,88]; just as
many manufacturers make an on-board speakers and handsets specifically for this pur-
pose [89–91]. Battling against the COVID-19 pandemic, some countries used drones with
loudspeakers or QR code flags, such as China, India, Italy, Kenya, Rwanda, Spain and
United States [82,92,93]. Examples are shown in Figure 4.
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The proliferation of these devices is enabled by the improvement in the quality of
sound transmission together with the continuous decrease in their weight. The use of a
voice announcer always goes hand in hand with the use of a mostly automatic, built-in
visual camera. Applications that focus on area surveillance can clearly serve to promote
law-abiding behavior, even if no drone application happens to occur in the area, as the
possibility of it happens at any time by chance. However, the issue is psychological rather
than technical.

The vast majority of drone applications so far have been used to facilitate law en-
forcement, such as keeping social distances; reducing mass presences in parks, streets and
squares where possible; eliminating groupings, presumably acquaintances and friends;
wearing a face mask or gloves as required; or leaving the given territory or moving to
their own place of residence. The flights over larger areas and parks were carried out at an
altitude of a few tens of meters, during which general information services were provided
on the loudspeaker, which were more of an informational nature, with an impersonal con-
nection, mostly at smaller groups and associations of friends, which were more common on
streets and gardens. In this case, the higher altitude of the flight was temporarily reduced,
thus making communication clearly more personal. The information, both in terms of
content and in terms of atmosphere, can clearly be seen as a warning. Messages addressed
to individuals, on the other hand, are already explicitly instructional, mostly by inviting
them to perform a specific activity, e.g., wearing a face mask or stopping eating on the
street. In this case, drone hangs close to the target person and by choosing its height, it
clearly indicates the direct connection between the drone and the target person.

3.3.3. Requirements of Good Practice

For groups, a distinction should be made between a smaller group (3 to 6 people), a small
group (7 to 12 people), a medium group (about 25 people), or a larger group (>25 people). In
cases of a smaller number of people, group cohesion encourages faster action, while in the case
of larger groups, action is more considered, sometimes relying on waiting and following the
activities of others. If the drone appears, we can expect fright at any time, but the direct risk
of triggering panic can be assumed to be low, based on experience to date. In addition, the
language chosen, sometimes even the dialect, can be important even if the current epidemic
situation presupposes the almost exclusive presence of the local population.

The altitude is always higher than the selected target person, which—in addition to
flight safety—also expresses the relationship of subordination resulting from the dichotomy
of the above and below, from a psychological point of view. Experience has shown that the
angle of view is highly variable; for good practice, it is advisable to choose a lower vision
than the 45-degree angle. A greater angle of view, instead of a “partnership”, expresses
dominance, which is not necessary as long as the target person or persons visibly accept
the given instructions and demonstrate cooperation.

In addition to the specific warning, the information is about social responsibility or the
importance of additional safety measures, such as hand washing and eating and drinking
at home also draws attention. Thus, the application of the announcer goes further than the
previous ones; here, based on the experience of observation, the ground units are no longer
used, but an attempt is made to achieve the required behavior with the help of the machine
(drone)–human interaction. This can reduce the use of necessary resources, which points in
the direction of increasing efficiency.

Added communication messages related to the drone altitude and examples are shown
in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Changing the altitude drone sends an added communication message to the people (b).
Lower altitude (camera view angle is less than about 45◦): the added message encourages cooperation
between the drone and the people (a) higher altitude (camera view angle is more than about 45◦): the
added message means drone dominance (c) [96].

3.3.4. Specialties of Towing QR Code Flag

In addition to the loudspeaker, there are some examples towing a QR code flag
with a drone for supporting communication. A QR code flag can be used together with
a loudspeaker or instead of it. While loudspeaker can transmit “live” message to the
population and it seems to be a dynamic version of communication, QR codes seem to
be a “static” version of it. In the first case, the drone operator or mission commander can
react to the situation with short messages immediately in a dynamic environment, while
in the second case, the environment is more or less static and the operator or commander
supplies more complex but standard messages to the targeted population. Naturally, in the
latter case, the targeted population is required to use their smart phones to get the relevant
information via internet access. Using a QR code can be advantageous in many places,
such as border crossings, shopping mall park places, jammed highways and mass or sport
events, where the border or gate crossing process or the staying condition can change day
by day [94].

3.3.5. Future Work Required to Improve the Present Practices

The above applications are not only technical, but—mostly in the loudspeaker case—
also psychological aspects. The technical aspect means improving the power and quality
of the sounds provided by the loudspeaker. The psychological aspect means better un-
derstanding human (e.g., police, law enforcement)–machine (drone)–human (citizens)
interaction. Further research is needed to understand this mechanism and drones need
to be handled more sophistically during missions. In the communication, cooperative
partnership should dominate instead of the dominance.

The more intensive, sometimes dominant use of drones is also an interesting area for
research. The obvious aim of this is to steer the activities of the target group in the right
direction, to enforce law-abiding behavior with minimal conflict. The author assumes this
can also be done with not only static positioning of the drone, but also with its movement.

3.4. General Logistic Task
3.4.1. General Characteristics of Delivery Essentials Goods

Today, drones are increasingly used not only for data collection, but also for various
logistic tasks. The ability of drones is still limited in terms of both transport distance and
transportable weight; however, up to a few 10 kms and a few kilograms of weight, they
may even be competitive compared to other means of transport [97]. However, this limited
capacity is considered very useful in some special cases, such as when, for example, during
quarantine, purchasing opportunities are limited.

The general characteristics of this application are to choose the flight altitude and
speed following the safety rules of long-range flight, preferably avoiding populated areas
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or minimizing this as appropriate. The choice of take-off and landing location is also an
important issue; in both cases, it is absolutely justified to keep unauthorized persons away.

To measure the effectiveness or to find the advantages of this service is very simple:
the total or relative price of the delivery must be cheaper than the traditional service [98,99].
There are many other advantages of the drone delivery. It is flexible, environmentally
friendly and can avoid traffic jams. Even if this service is growing exponentially today, its
capacity is still not ready to supply the whole population with essential needs.

3.4.2. Analysis and Evaluation of Applied Practices

Drones may be able to supplement and support the acquisition of the basic needs of
the part of the population. In January 2021, Ueland reported that only in the United States
are there as many as eight drone delivery companies ready to serve the population [100].
Wolf reported that the pandemic is a “Golden Age” of drone delivery [101]. During the
pandemic, drones have been used in many situations that reduced the risk of direct contact;
however, there were no data on how operators optimized the missions. Obviously, the usual
problem of route optimization—commonly named travelling salesman problem (TSP)—is
raised in this case too. Even if there are some studies to solve this problem [16,102], based
on the studied reports, author assumes that this “Golden Age” is a testbed without good
protocols for drone delivery companies. It can also be assumed that the use of delivery
drones was, in many cases, a marketing ploy, rather than a mass application [103,104].

3.4.3. Requirements of Good Practice

Drone delivery can reduce the risk of mass contact that is almost unavoidable during
purchases. With this kind of drone application, we can prevent the further spread of the
virus and we can keep uninfected people safe. Naturally, using only individual drones or
even swarms would not yet be sufficient to meet the needs of the entire population, but in
cases of high-risk individuals, such as those who are infected, disabled or those who live
alone, their use may even have demonstrable benefits. Protecting people with a higher risk
of infection—either by reducing contact with others who are already suspected but not yet
confirmed if they are infected, or by reducing the exposure of older people who are more
susceptible to infection—can make a significant contribution to maintaining the capability
of the health care system.

Involving drones in general, logistics tasks can enhance the security of basic care of
the population by reducing the risk of infection through reduced interpersonal contact.

3.4.4. Future Work Required to Improve the Present Practices

Even if this application is being developed very intensively, today, it remains too
limited to supply the whole population with essential goods. Therefore, the specialty of
this application is to optimize the delivery capability to the requirements of keeping the
infection risk as low as possible. It is mostly a logistic problem and only a partly technical
question. This latest one leads to the question of how to decontaminate drones during
missions while avoiding that the infection spreads by touching the surface.

3.5. Supporting Medical Services—Unique Logistic Task
3.5.1. General Characteristics of Supporting Medical Services

The basis of this application is a point-to-point delivery, it is a simple logistics task,
but its implementation conditions are quite special, which gives the task its uniqueness.
The uniqueness of the take-off and landing sites is always significant in this application.
The base is always the same despite the one endpoint that can be considered. This can be a
hospital or other health center that can be connected to the health service, e.g., a sampling
or collection station. The other endpoint, on the other hand, can always be considered
variable; in the case of a more advanced application, it is practically an area close to the
place of residence of the inspected person.
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The choice of flight altitude and speed in this case should follow the flight safety rules
of long-range flight, preferably avoiding populated areas or minimizing it as appropriate.
The choice of take-off and landing location is also an important issue; in both cases, it
should take place in a supervised location. Due to the unknown materials or the event of a
risk of infection, it is absolutely justified to keep unauthorized persons away. These latest
rules are more or less the same as were in case of the drone delivery application supporting
population with essential goods.

3.5.2. Analysis and Evaluation of Applied Practices

Efforts have been made in the past to provide logistical support for health tasks, e.g., for
the early delivery of the defibrillator, drug delivery and the development of very low health
services in developing countries [105–109]. Practical applications include transporting from
a central sampling site to a laboratory at another location, thereby reducing the waiting
time for the result. In this case, the drones deliver more samples and the efficiency is
manifested in the detection of the results as soon as possible.

In the effective management of epidemics, both reducing personal contact, avoiding
further infections and identifying, testing and accessing medication as soon as possible are
important tools. With the usage of drones, testing can be conducted even without personal
contact, avoiding queuing, public transportation or other places with a higher risk of
infection. Based on the results of the tests, the necessary medications can also be delivered
to the patient with the drones. The essence of the method is that the patient signals the
complaints to the hospital, based on its evaluation, a drone is sent to the specified location,
which takes with it the materials needed for testing. After sampling, the sample is returned
to the drone, which it takes back to the hospital for further analysis. Depending on the
results, the patients receive the necessary medications without coming into personal contact
with anyone, so on the one hand, they received much faster care in time and, on the other
hand, they did not endanger anyone during examination.

3.5.3. Requirements of Good Practice

In addition to the above logic, good practice also includes the conditions for safe
use. Thus, the used drone should be decontaminated when necessary, so that it does not
transmit any infection during application. For this, a decontamination method appropriate
to the characteristics of the drone and the infectious material should be chosen, wiping with
a disinfectant:soaked physical method, washing with a detergent or solvent as a physical–
chemical method and a special decontamination solution or dry or wet heat treatment.
The method of decontamination used depends on the nature and risk of possible infection
and the structural properties of the drone used. When discharging drones, equipping and
discharging operating personnel with protective equipment is also a task that arises. Not
only is it good practice, but it is also essential to place a warning sign on the drones carrying
the infectious material [110]. Examples on drone usage supporting medical service shown
in Figure 6.

The specificity of the application also includes special safety measures designed to
ensure that the certainly positive samples and flying in the infected area do not pose a risk
to uninfected individuals (areas). In this application, we may first encounter that the drone
or the product supplied must be marked and that the device must be decontaminated
as necessary. During the task, it must also be ensured that the quality of the sample
does not change and it remains suitable for evaluation even after delivery. This usually
means complete isolation of the sample from its environment, insulation that prevents its
temperature from rising or possibly cooling.
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3.5.4. Future Work Required to Improve the Present Practices

Technically, this application is very similar to the previous application that is the
general logistic tasks; however, in this case, the risk is not an option as before, but a
continuously existing condition during each mission. Therefore, more research is required
to develop a standard procedure for both the medical service and the quick decontamination
process. This latest one includes protecting or decontaminating not only the drone platform,
but also even the operator of the drone and the places of taking off and landing. Logistic
problems seem to be the same as in normal case, meaning different type of travelling
salesman problem.

3.6. Drone Use for Spraying Disinfection

Even if we can find some critics against this application [104,113,114], all drone pro-
ducers offer these options as a special tool fighting against the pandemic. Therefore, it is
worth studying this application to look its advantages or disadvantages.

3.6.1. General Characteristics of Spraying Disinfection

The disinfectant is applied in the same way as the spray liquid: flying over a given
area at a specified altitude and speed with the set liquid flow, the disinfectant is delivered
to the surface by means of a pump. Covering the surface depends on many things one of
the most important is the feature of droplets.

The size of the droplets and the size of the surface covered by a droplet is determined
by the water, which makes up the vast majority of the spray liquid. The surface tension
of water is relatively high, so that the droplets on the surface are only slightly deformed.
By adding a surface tension reducing additive, a higher surface coverage can be achieved
under unchanged other conditions. This is typically a firefighting practice when the water
is “wetting” by the addition of some surfactant for better surface coverage. The need
for this can be justified by the fact that the effect of the forces acting on the molecules of
water cannot be neglected if the water drop is placed on a solid surface. Depending on the
attractive and repulsive forces, the water droplet spreads well or not so well. It means it
wets the surface or wets the surface less. The degree of wetting can be characterized by the
wetting edge angle (Θ). If the edge angle is greater than 90 degrees, then we are talking
about non-wetting; if less than 90 degrees, we are talking about wetting. The change in
water droplet due to wetting is illustrated in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Water droplet structure on surface with and without surface tension reducing additive. θ is
the contact angle between the droplet and the surface. High θ values means poor wetting (right); low
values mean good wetting (middle). In case of θ = 0◦, surface tension is very low (left) [115].

3.6.2. Analysis and Evaluation of Applied Practices

In many countries, there are also examples of the use of drones for disinfection to
eradicate the epidemic. Based on the reports, we can clearly discover the adapted use of
agricultural drones in them. The use of drones for agricultural purposes is currently the
most dynamically developing application [116,117], so the appropriate tools are available
in almost all countries. Drones can be suitable for spraying, but even for spreading
fertilizer. According to the information published, the size of the disinfected area varies,
depending on the quality of the spraying and the performance of the drone used. Based
on reports, the disinfectant areas varied between 10 and 40 hectares per day [118–120].
This value is more or less the same magnitude as in agricultural applications. As the flight
altitude increases, the width of the sprayed surface increases, but the proportion of surface
coverage shows a decreasing trend. At the recommended flight altitude for agricultural
applications, the width of the effectively sprayed surface is approx. 7 m and 4.5 m for
precision applications [120]. Data can also be found for the disinfectant used, mostly a
chlorine-containing chemical with a mixing ratio of 1 to 5% [118,119]. No data can be found
on the value of surface coverage based on reports and published evaluations. However,
in consultation with a virologist, it is not the amount of disinfectant applied per unit area
that is important, but the film-like, practically thin layer, preferably complete or as high
coverage as possible. However, based on the practice of agricultural spraying and the
author’s own tests and experience, this can only be achieved to a limited extent. The
droplet size of the disinfectant emitted by the nozzle, although very small, can be less than
300 µm, the average droplet density at a flight altitude of 1.5 m is approx. 200 pcs/cm2,
which is approx. translating to a surface coverage of 12%. It seems advisable to increase
the seemingly low proportion of surface coverage, even if the density of the location of the
tiny droplets is high enough to consider disinfection efficiency acceptable.

3.6.3. Requirements of Good Practice

There is only limited research [39,93] confirming the effectiveness of drones on dis-
infection, so good practice can only be inferred or assumed logically. There are several
conditions for good practice. One such condition is that the sprayed disinfectant is placed in
a location where the virus is suspected to be present, but there are no alternative technical
means to do it, or there are with only with less effectiveness. It can be stipulated as a
condition of good practice that the sprayed substance should not get on living organisms,
such as humans or animals, this method should not be used for their disposal and, more-
over, due to the harmful effect of chlorine on health, this should be explicitly avoided.
The freshwater environment should also be avoided. In order to avoid the exposure of
humans and animals, the area to be disinfected must be emptied and in case of accidental
appearance of living organisms, the spraying must be temporarily suspended. The drone
can be equipped with a camera or even a voice announcer for safe spraying.

The anchor points of good practice are determined by virologists, such as the amount
of disinfectant required per unit area, the rate of incorporation in the case of concentrate, the
degree of coverage and possibly the frequency of spraying in the same area. An example
for testing spraying disinfection is shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Drone spray test, made by the author on 13 May 2020, Budapest, Hungary; droplets
dissemination using about 5% chlorine-containing disinfectant and water. Source: author.

The majority of the chlorinated disinfectant sprayed evaporates quickly as a function
of temperature and humidity and the chlorine compound decomposes over time. Nev-
ertheless, re-spraying of a given area should only be done in justified cases and good
practice avoids unnecessary impact on the environment. The application must comply
with occupational safety regulations and the operating personnel must be provided with
safe protective clothing, gloves, goggles and face mask. The disinfectant should only be
handled by trained personnel, prepared for accidental poisoning and a first aid kit should
be kept on site. Upon completion of the operation, the disinfectant used must be accounted
for and the drone components must be cleaned or disposed of as necessary due to the
aggressive behavior of the chlorine.

3.6.4. Future Work Required to Improve the Present Practices

Some factors require further research. First, virologists have to determine the required
but safe coverage levels depending on the type of disinfectants. Another problem is the
evaporation of the disinfectant liquid that depends mostly on temperature and humidity. In
case of high temperature and/or in low humidity, higher coverage level can be required to
keep the surface wet for longer (effective) time. Another problem is wind, which can move
the small-size droplets from the required space after release. It can be also a significant
problem; however, the experiences of precise agriculture assume that the rotor wind of the
drone is strong enough to force droplets to touch the surface.

4. Conclusions

In view on the above, the author concludes that there were some efforts to use drones
to support medical service even before the pandemic; however, the fight against the COVID-
19 pandemic has shown that there are many new opportunities for this, even if a protocol
for each application has not yet been developed. Experience from current applications
shows that there are at least six application types that are well definable in nature.

The most common application of drones, which is closest to the everyday use of
drones, is when we monitor or supervise a particular area. This application that is using
an implemented visual camera on board is quite simple. We collect image (video) data
from the given smaller or larger area, which are used according to the defined criteria. To
optimize collaboration of ground patrol and aerial surveillance, further research is required.

By supplementing visual cameras with thermal cameras, we may also be able to detect
febrile patients. This allows the necessary isolation protocols to be implemented, thereby
reducing the risk of further infection. This application is already more focused: on the one
hand, it usually covers a smaller area and, on the other hand, it aims to isolate the person
from other members of the community when a febrile patient is detected. Further research
is needed to achieve greater detection security.

By using the loudspeaker installed on board, we are already able to cause specific
action, as we can give instructions to the target person (target group) via the loudspeaker
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to eliminate the anomaly detected by the camera. In this application, the machine (drone)–
human interaction first appears. The application focuses first on identifying the anomaly
and then issuing the appropriate instruction. Of course, we can provide not only instruc-
tions, but also general information. To optimize machine (drone)–human interaction further
research is required.

Drone delivery is a very dynamical growing application that can be used not even in
case of normal life, but during the pandemic. It can reduce the risk of mass contact and can
prevent the further spread of the virus; moreover, we can keep the uninfected, disabled or
those persons who safely live alone. Protecting older people, who are more susceptible to
infection, can make a significant contribution to maintaining the capability of the health
care system. Involving drones in general, logistics tasks can enhance the security of basic
care of the population by reducing the risk of infection through reduced interpersonal
contact. Further research is needed both to achieve higher transport capacities and to
optimize the use of existing transport capacities.

It is also possible to support the unique logistic tasks of the healthcare system with
drones. One focus of this may be more efficient (faster, safer) transportation tasks. The
other focus is on the justified sampling collection and the related medicament supply tasks.
The contact possibilities of infectious persons are reduced, so the risk of infection is also
reduced. Further research is needed to explore the risks of this application, especially
focusing on the carried blood samples and the decontamination of the drone.

Drones can also be used for disinfection, adapting to the practice of agricultural
spraying. Spraying the disinfectant specified by the virologist on the defined areas can
reduce the viability of the viruses remaining on the surface. An essential element of the
application is that flight parameters and fluid flow values must be applied that can provide
adequate anti-virus efficacy on the surface. Further research is needed to determine and
increase the effectiveness of aerial disinfection.

In the above applications, it must always be borne in mind that the safety regulations
for the use of the drone must be supplemented by the safety regulations for the risk of
infection. After using the drone, it is necessary to decontaminate both the structural units
of the drone and the personnel to the extent necessary.

Based on the above, it can be concluded that drones are deemed as useful instruments
of defense in the fight against the COVID-19 pandemic and can be also useful in fighting
future pandemics. In view of the above, the author recommends further research and
practical experiments to improve the present protocol and suggests special training and
education for the users, drone operators and mission managers.
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